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Pre-collapse: (Google Street View)
Post-collapse:
Construction info:

Videos from local media:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3xvw4STgUA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnGLzk3O3v8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdjAR3yM_JY

Brief report from National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE):

http://www.ncree.org/EarthquakeInfo/2016-0206_%E9%AB%98%E9%9B%84%E7%BE%8E%E6%BF%83%E5%9C%B0%E9%9C%87%E5%BD%99%E6%95%B4%E7%B0%A1%E5%A0%B1V5_0.pdf (Chinese)